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2 Guest Column 

FREEDOM CORP - GUEST COLUMNIST

I was 10 years old when we landed in Canada with the promise of a 
new home and a new life. My family and I had just spent 5 years in 
a refugee camp in Switzerland evading a war in Bosnia, with a 
constant feeling of uncertainty about when we would be sent back 
and hoping the war would end, if that day ever came. But all those 
fears slowly withered away when Canada accepted our application 
and we were offered a chance at a new beginning. Our new home 
and promised land. My parents and I integrated well into our new 
way of life and Canada became our home. As I grew older, I 
identified as a Canadian first and foremost, being Canadian made 
me proud. After all, on the world stage, Canada represented a 
country where immigrants and Canadians shared values of equal 
understanding and lived in peace even with their differences. A 
country that presented opportunities as far as the stars if you were 
willing to work hard to get there. As with any country, of course, 
issues existed, but Canada was working towards being the 
friendliest place on Earth. I embodied the true spirit of what it 
meant to be Canadian regardless of political views and religious 
differences. I wore a Canada flag proudly across my travels and 
was truly happy that this country accepted us in a time of need. As 
I grew older and started to understand what politics and 
propaganda could do to a country, I began to question how a 
country like Yugoslavia could fall apart and how people who once 
were lifelong friends could turn on each other. That is when I 
started to research history and human psychology to understand 
how a nation could let things get to the point of killing one 
another. I didn't fully understand this until 2020. 

Even when the lockdowns of 2020 came, I had faith in my fellow 
Canadians that they would act in the same understanding and 
friendly manner while the situation of pandemic unfolded because, 
after all, this was Canada, the friendliest place on Earth, where 
people were mild-tempered, would act morally and logically under 
such unprecedented times. That was until 2021 when the vaccine 
push came into play. I started to watch the same tactics that were 
used to create a war in Yugoslavia take place in Canada. People 
who were once compassionate when I came here as an immigrant 
were now yelling at me to go back to the country I came from for 
refusing medical treatment. People were telling me that I was not a 
true Canadian and I was endangering the lives of those around me. 
A country I once loved, just turned into my worst nightmare and 
felt like an open-air prison. All the feelings I carried in that 
refugee camp came flooding back with vengeance. As I watched the 
Prime Minister of this great nation call me a racist, anti-science 
and uneducated. A PM who touted himself and his party as all-
inclusive representing Canadian values, was at the helm of leading 
a group of the hateful fear-mongering mob to exile me from society 
at all costs. The dangers of his divisive and hateful words were 
suddenly sponged up by millions of Canadians who turned that 
hate towards those who chose not to get vaccinated. 

Even though I was educated at a Canadian University graduating 
with a Bachelor of Science in Molecular Biology and Biochemistry 
the leader of this country was labeling me an uneducated anti-
science quack. The racism and hate induced by the people 
following Trudeau's message stirred every PTSD symptom I had 
from the war and the refugee camp. 

I felt like I had lived a 25-year lie, being a citizen who never 
committed a crime, paid my taxes, followed the customs and laws 
of Canada to be kicked lower than I have ever felt. As much as I 
was voicing my opinion online, I was having second thoughts 
about participating in being a Canadian after the pandemic. I had 
gotten my Bosnian and Serbian passports ready for my husband 
and myself and I was ready to sell it all and go back to where I was 
born. Upon the request of the many tolerant and loving liberals 
who had suggested I do so during the pandemic. Canada felt like a 
danger to anyone who did not fall in line. That was until 
the trucker protest. Just as I was losing hope in Canada and 
humanity as a whole, the truckers of Canada sparked a worldwide 
movement that showed us the power of unity and love. For the 
first time in 3 years, I didn't feel alone. The truckers made me 
realize there was hope and so many of us who did not fall for the 
garbage spewed by the government and media. The protest is what 
sparked my will to fight for what was right. I may not have been 
able to fight for my birth country at the time of war, but as an 
adult now I could stand up for the millions of Canadians who felt 
as hopeless and lost as I was. The unity that happened in Ottawa 
was the Canada I knew and loved. From immigrants to Canadians 
sharing in laughter, food and dancing. Seeing people open their 
homes and cooking for those less fortunate was truly 
heartwarming. Seeing people work together to avoid police 
blockades on fuel and bringing food to the truckers, made me 
realize just how amazing this country truly was and still is. Not 
only was this movement felt across Canada, but it sparked a 
freedom movement across the world, and I can say I'm proud of 
the Canadians who stood up for what is right. Not all hope 
was lost and the Canada I grew up loving still existed in this 
blanketed dark time. Even with Trudeau's push to segregate us, 
the light still fluttered, and I wanted to play my part in igniting it 
to shine onto the darkness that fell on this once great nation. 

Those of us who migrated to Canada, did so for a better life, 
evading war, communism or human rights violations being enacted 
on us from our home countries. We have experienced the slow 
progression towards tyranny and how in a flash one can lose one's 
rights if they are not paying attention to the political climate 
around them. What I witnessed from Trudeau and his loyal 
followers was to the letter what I had seen in my home country 
before the war broke out and what history books warned us about. 
What made it worse was that so many Canadians whom I 
considered my neighbors and friends would blindly follow a true 
racist, anti-science hypocrite like Trudeau and the media spewing 
his misguided rules. The disappointment still lingers as I see so 
many fellow Canadians fall for propaganda and in the name of 
virtue signaling, commit crimes against humanity onto their fellow 
citizens with threats of COVID camps and a complete exile from  
society for a simple medical choice. I am hoping that citizens of 
Earth not just Canada finally learn that the lesson to take from 
this and the many lessons we should have learned from the past, 
segregation under any circumstance is the wrong choice. 

www.truthseeker01011news.com
Tik Tok: truthseeker01011

THROUGH THE EYES OF AN IMMIGRANT
Tajana Truthseeker
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FREEDOM CORP - SPOTLIGHT
HER BODY, NOT HER CHOICE
Her Name Is Susan

At the height of the pandemic with restrictions in 
place and the roll out of the vaccine we saw an 
incredible push by our government to use any means 
necessary to pressure Canadians into injecting the 
new drug regardless of personal concerns, 
experiences or desires.  Canadians who did not 
comply with the vaccine mandates were discarded 
by their places of employment, shunned by family 
and friends and told by the government they were a 
danger to society.  Even the Canadian Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau referred to the 
unvaccinated as science deniers that were both 
misogynist and racist, stoking more division and 
hate amongst the Canadian population. From a 
government that spouts bodily autonomy and “my 
body my choice” the effects of the violent push to 
destroy peoples lives if they didn't comply was on 
full display.  For one woman, Susan, a member of the 
RCMP, this was one choice she was not willing to 
hand over to the government.

Pre pandemic, Susan was a single mother and an  
accomplished, award winning member of the RCMP.  
She was celebrated by her colleagues and superiors, 
well respected and loved. When the pandemic hit she 
was forced to work from home but still genuinely 
loved her job.  As the vaccines were rolled out, she 
started to feel uneasy, she knew there was something 
not sitting right with how strongly the government 
was pushing these injections.  She saw people 
around her lining up to get their shots, watched as 
her children made the same decision and her fear for 
their safety grew.  Susan was seeing the reports of 
menstrual cycle issues and other serious side effects 
and knew it was not something she would be taking 
part in.  Then came the push from the RCMP.  

With daily emails coming into the division with 
threats of a loss of income if demands for 
vaccination were not met Susan was dealing with 
something far deeper and far more damaging.  

As a victim of childhood sexual abuse and later a 
victim of sexual assault as an adult, the thought of 
being forced into submission for something she did 
not want was troubling.  The loss of control, the 
feelings of helplessness, the nightmares, all 
resurfaced and she was once again, a small child, 
without the ability to be heard.  Voiceless, 
cornered, and isolated.  Susan described feeling 
more supported by people in online communities 
that the people in her life.  She found herself 
depressed, potentially losing her home, and without 
the help she needed to deal with the traumas the 
mandates had brought to the surface.  She wasn't 
going to let this destroy her however.  She picked 
herself up, found an employer that would not 
discriminate and kept moving.  

Susan was eventually ordered back to work at the 
RCMP and while she was excited to be doing what 
she loved again, she felt as though when she walked 
the halls, she was walking the halls of her abuser, 
the perpetrator that took her dignity, her voice and 
held her future hostage.  She is still healing from 
the last few years, still working to build herself 
back up and find ways to handle the psychological 
injury this has caused.  Susan wants people to 
understand, there is hope moving forward, we can 
recover as a society, but we need to also understand 
the effects this type of government overreach can 
have on individuals.  Personal choice, power over 
ones body, these are sacred and they must never be 
at risk again.   

If you or someone you know has been a victim of 
sexual abuse please contact the Canadian 
Resource Center for Victims of Crime at the 
information below.
https://crcvc.ca/resources/
Text 1-613-208-0747
Call 1-877-232-2610
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FREEDOM CORP - MANDATE CASUALTIES 
IF IT COULD SAVE ONE LIFE
The Garnet Harper Story

Father of 5, Husband, Son, Brother, Friend, Garnet 
Harper was a voice for the suffering throughout the 
pandemic.  His voice will be remembered as one 
that stood for what's right, that stood for human 
rights and bodily autonomy, a voice for those 
feeling hopeless and isolated during covid 
lockdowns.  You will be hard pressed to find 
anyone that will not speak with adoration and love for 
Garnet, but health care policies, discrimination, and 
divisive words from our government, the very thing 
Garnet spoke against, were finally what silenced 
his voice in a death that should never have 
occurred. 

In February 2022, Garnet was diagnosed with high 
blood pressure and put on double dose of a 
medication that caused damage to his kidneys 
which then turned into kidney failure.  An 
otherwise healthy 35 year old man, he was a 
perfect candidate for a transplant, until he was 
asked about his vaccine status.  Because Garnet was 
not vaccinated he was refused a referral to the 
transplant center and this began the long fight to 
overcome the politicization of the health care 
system and save Garnet's life.  

When Garnet finally had no other choice but to start 
dialysis, the obstacles and mistreatment didn't stop.  
Given a mask exemption from his doctor, he was sent to 
the operating room to install his access line.  The 
surgeon however that was meant to perform the 
installation refused to do so if Garnet did not wear a 
mask, ignoring his medical exemption.  The hospital 
sent Garnet away, telling him they will call him when 
they have a surgeon that will agree to his medical care 
without forced masking. Megan, Garnet's wife would 
not accept this and immediately checked him into 
emergency finding a doctor who agreed, ignored the 
surgeons complaint and sent Garnet back upstairs 
making sure he was given the care he needed. 

Inspite of all of this Garnet's spirit never failed, through 
contracting a staph infection, fluid on his lungs, 
endocarditis and having to learn to walk again, he 
would not give up.  

Garnet's love for his family and faith that the world 
could be a better place kept him moving he was hopeful 
he would make a full recovery and finally be given the 
transplant he needed.  He was receiving dialysis three 
times a week and had become a perfect candidate for at 
home dialysis, being called a miracle by his medical 
team.  

On May 22, Garnet suffered a hemorrhagic stroke, a 
complication of dialysis, and passed away in hospital 
surrounded by family.  A strong, young father, 
otherwise healthy, with an incredible life ahead of him, 
denied life saving measures for refusing an 
experimental injection, had been shamelessly taken 
from his family.  During the last moments Megan had 
with her husband, after fighting with the medical 
system to provide him the kidney he needed, the 
hospital asked Megan if they could harvest Garnet's 
organs.  The lifesaving gift that Garnet was denied.  
Garnet's wife Megan is now left to speak for him, to 
keep his story alive and fight for those still being 
discriminated against by our healthcare systems. She 
raises their five children now, hoping that Garnet's 
death can create change for her children's future and 
stop medical discrimination in Canada. . 
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FREEDOM CORP - THE ARTS

FREEDOM CALENDAR 
Tanya Richter

The world of art is a vast and incredible place, a 
visual representation of emotion, personality and 
history.  Throughout history art has been a 
fundamental story teller from cultures all over 
the world, capturing historical events, cultural 
experiences and both the beauty and the pain 
experienced by humanity in every day moments.  
We look back at these pieces of artistic 
expression in awe of the human experience, 
studying their significance in culture today and 
each taking something different from them.  

Growing up, Tanya was not an artistic person but 
while she was working at an airport she started 
sketching and as people started noticing her 
talent she decided maybe she should try art 
school.  After enrolling in art school she found 
that it just wasn't her thing, it was too 
constrictive for her and so she decided to move 
on eventually working for Canada's Worst Driver 
painting props.  This was something she found 
more up her ally and led her into taking her 
pyrotechnics license and starting a career in film.

When the pandemic hit and the masking 
requirements were instated, Tanya found it very 
difficult to work on set.  Her own medical 
complications from constant masking were 
already causing a lot of stress on her but when 
the vaccines started rolling out she wasn't sure 
how long she would have job.  Three different 
people in her workplace experienced a vaccine 
injury in the first six months after their shots and 
no one recognized there was a problem.  Two 
weeks before convoy there was a union meeting 
she describes as the largest union meeting she 
had attended in years, and she and her colleagues 
were told they have no choice, and so she had to 
walk away.

2 weeks later, Tanya saw Convoy starting to roll 
across Canada.  The frustration and isolation she 
was feeling started turning into love again for 
Canada, and she decided she needed to go take 
part. Seeing the crowd in Ottawa changed a lot 
for Tanya, that feeling of being crazy, being 
gaslit, feeling alone was gone and she knew this 
was something that would go down in history.  
After she left, she felt the need to express herself 
in what she saw in Ottawa and this has become 
the 2023 Freedom Calendar.

Artistic expression, whether it be music, 
sculpture or painting, connects us all.  These 
paintings, done by Tanya Richter, have captured 
the spirit of the Canadian people in an incredible 
time of hope, love for one another and courage.  
Her depictions of this time are beautiful, raw and 
diverse.  Years from now, the story of Freedom 
Convoy will remain alive through her work, 
reminding Canadians they are never alone, they 
always have community and to stay hopeful.

To purchase Tanya's Calendar go to
Trekkingwithfire.com

tdund
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FREEDOM CORP - GLOBAL VOICES

"I too, needed hope."
Christine Anderson

Freedom Convoy inspired not only Canadians, but people from around 
the world, prompting some to stand with Canada on the world stage. 

“Canadian truckers…doing more to 
defend American freedom than our 

own leaders by far…we are with them 
all the way.” 

Donald Trump

“Canadian truckers rule.”
Elon Musk

“What you can’t do is claim to be an 
exemplar of democracy if whenever 
you get the chance to be tyrannical, 

you take it.” 
Russell Brand

tdund
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FREEDOM CORP - EVENTS CALENDAR

       Send Events For Listings to: freedomcorp22@protonmail.com

Who Is Freedom Corp?

Freedom Corp is comprised of a board of original road captains 
and truckers from Freedom Convoy 2022. We stand firm on the 
principles of truth, transparency, accountability and hope. We 
believe the people of Canada deserve to have a voice in how our 
country is run and we aim to provide that voice for all Canadians.

Community Calendar
Upcoming Freedom Events

https://www.freedomcorpcanada.ca/

August 12, 6:00 - 11:00 pm
The Big Red Event
Special Guests:
Theo Fleury, Jamie Sale and 
Chris Barber
BBQ and Live Band
Tickets on Eventbrite

Wymark Rink Wymark, Saskatchewan

August 15, Doors Open 6:30pm
We Unify Canada
Guest Speaker: Tamara Lich

2736 Fernwood Road Victoria, BC

September 15,16,17 
Broken Arrow Bulls N’Bash
Pat King Fundraiser
www.brokenarrowbullsandbash.com

Big Horn 
Stampede Grounds

Caroline, Alberta




